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DAIRY, DELI, AND BAKERY SEE ACCELERATED SALES GAINS IN JANUARY
The pandemic marketplace in 2020 was characterized by
many months of lower trip frequencies, less time in store
but highly elevated shopping baskets as shoppers sought
their must-haves versus browsing on impulse or special
occasion needs. The lack of trips, in particular, had impact on
departments that rely on in-store experiences, visual appeal
and secondary shoppers, including perimeter bakery and deli
prepared. However, January 2021 was different.
January saw a recovery of trip frequency to slightly above
year ago levels while the basket size remained highly
elevated. This resulted in high sales gains over January
2020 levels for total edibles, which is all food and beverage
related items including fresh random weight items, at +12.7%.
This is up significantly from a subdued December (+8.1%).
Nearly two-thirds of shoppers (64%) started off the year with
New Year’s resolutions: 35% aim to eat healthier, in general;
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35% want to get more exercise; and 29% plan to save more
money, according to the IRI Consumer Network survey
conducted in January 2021. 210 Analytics analyzed the IRI
sales findings, made possible by IDDBA, to help understand
how dairy, deli and bakery sales are developing throughout
the pandemic.
Whereas only two of the departments listed below had
double-digit gains in December 2020 versus year ago
levels, the first four weeks of January brought acceleration
of sales across the store. The frozen and meat departments
experienced the highest increases, but deli and bakery also
saw robust increases over year ago levels- deli the highest
sales gains since pre-COVID.
“The elevated level of new COVID-19 cases, the cold
temperatures across much of the country and the continued
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high share of meals prepared at home brought
additional dollars to retail,” said Jeremy Johnson, VP
of Education for IDDBA. “This is an important signal
that everyday and holiday demand are likely to sit
well above year ago levels for a few more months,
until we hit the spikes of 2020 — starting the week
ending March 8.”

Dairy
“In 2020, the dairy department grew from being a
$54 billion business to generating more than $61
billion — a $7 billion increase,” said Abrielle Backhaus,
Research Coordinator with IDDBA. “January 2021
picked up where 2020 left off with great strength
across dairy
items, led by
milk, cheese and
eggs.”
Milk alone added
$83 million in
sales in January
versus year
ago and natural
cheese was the
biggest growth
engine for the
department with
a gain of $125
million to reach
$939 million in
January sales.
While yogurt edged out eggs in January sales, eggs punched
above their weight in growth, adding $37 million dollars in yearover-year January sales.
Growth percentages differ whether looking at dollars, units or
volume. For the total dairy aisle, dollars trended ahead of units
and for most categories, dollars also trended ahead of volume
increases.
A look at refrigerated desserts shows this is an area of growth
in dollars, units and volume. On the other hand, cheese
snack kits lost ground in January versus year ago in all
three measures. Many items that heavily relied on on-the-go
attributes are struggling with 6 in 10 students and school-aged
children in virtual schooling and many more people working
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from home some or all of the time according to IRI’s shopper
survey January 2021 wave.

Deli
“January 2021 brought sales acceleration for all areas within
deli,” said Angela Bozo, Education Director with IDDBA.
“Deli cheese and meat had a very strong January, but
improvements were measured in the areas of deli entertaining
and deli prepared as well.” Deli prepared sales are now
within 2 points of year ago levels — remarkable given that
in April through June 2020 sales were down double digits
year-on-year. “Retailers are finding ways to connect with
consumers’ needs today – pivoting away from impulse and
immediate consumption into creative ways to satisfy meal
accompaniments and at-home snacks for homebound workers
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and students,” said
Jonna Parker, head of
IRI’s Fresh Center of
Excellence.

Deli Meat
Deli meat sales
(combined fixed and
random weight) were
very steady in dollars
and volume, with
January 2021 gains
just slightly above
year-ago levels.
Taking a closer look
at deli meat shows that grab &
go (random-weight but sliced
for self-service) has been the
main driver of the deli meat
success in the pandemic
months, with additional
success in pre-sliced options.
January saw continued
recovery of service sales, now
actually more than 1% ahead
of 2020 levels. Service deli
meat is, by far, the largest in
dollar and volume sales.
In volume, packaged
lunchmeat in the meat
department is much bigger
at 86 million pounds sold
in January 2021 versus 64
million in deli meat.

Deli Cheese
Deli cheese dollar sales
increased 18.2% year-overyear the month of December
— up significantly from the fourth quarter results and more in
line with the third quarter view.
Taking a deeper look into grab & go, pre-sliced and service deli
cheese shows a similar picture as seen earlier for deli meat.
Grab & go and pre-sliced sales have both been very successful
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in growing sales. With some retailers still having the service
deli shut down, sales are trailing 2019, though not by much.
Specialty cheese has been a big area of growth as well and
size have become quite sizeable, at $376 million in January
2021. At home New Year’s celebrations as well as the elevated
ingredient and snacking aspects of specialty cheese keep
drawing shoppers into the deli section.
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Deli-Prepared
The pandemic prompted
a multi-year growth
engine to change into
an area of loss, with
dollars down 9.2% or
$1.8 billion. However,
some areas did manage
gains in 2020 and those
are interesting points for
consideration in 2021.
Holiday meal solutions
were a fast grower, which
includes deli catering
rings. And, while still only
a small seller, it points to
consumer demand for a
helping hand during the holidays. Another important category
is sides. “Many consumers mix and match cooking from scratch
along with convenience focused solutions and sides emerged
as a strong contender for 2021 success,” said Jonna Parker,
Team Lead Fresh at IRI.
In December, assortment in deli-prepared items remained at
an average of 167.2. Due to retailers tending to run a wider
assortment during November to have Thanksgiving choices,
the percentage difference versus year ago decreased to -4.9%
from being down 6.2%.
The sales results in December remained mixed. However, many
have been on a road to recovery between April and December
and that provides hope for a better 2021. “Retailers are figuring
out what works in pre-packaged and what doesn’t, what
amounts and variety is needed and what meal occasions have
the greatest potential,” said Eric Richard, Industry Relations
Coordinator with IDDBA. “While full recovery may not be on the
horizon for the first part of 2021, the continued innovation and
retooling will get us closer and closer to the 2019 base line.”

Bakery
“In total, the bakery department increased 7.9% to $2.5
billion in January sales. This is $186 million more than bakery
generated in January 2020,” said Parker. “Bread and rolls were
an area of strength in 2020, both in the bakery aisle and in the
fresh perimeter. This was also the first month when desserts/
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sweet snacks and morning bakery saw universal success.”

Center Store Bakery
Baked goods items found in the “aisle” or center-store area
adjacent, but not included in, the perimeter bakery area saw
robust increases in bread and rolls and morning bakery.
Desserts/sweet snacks continued a downward trend after
peaking in the second quarter of 2020. “One of the most
popular New Year’s resolutions was a greater focus on health
and nutrition,” said Parker. “But it is important to keep in mind
that shoppers define health as the combination of physical
health and emotional wellbeing. Desserts and sweet snacks
can play a huge role in emotional wellbeing, as a small snack
or reward, a tradition or a sense of togetherness during these
difficult times.”
With the exception of cookies all center store baked goods saw
robust gains that were in line with those seen in the third and
fourth quarters of 2020. Croissants were the clear winner in
percentage gains in January 2021.

Perimeter Bakery
Although significantly smaller, perimeter bakery made solid
gains in January 2021. Morning bakery moved out of negative
territory for the first time since the first quarter of 2020. Results
for January 2021 look similar to pre-pandemic numbers. Time
will tell if these numbers continue to trend upward as some
semblance of normalcy begins to spread through the country.
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Perimeter bakery performance
by area was mixed in January
2021. Despite what New
Year’s resolutions around
more healthful eating, items
such as brownies/squares/
bars, pastry/Danish/coffee
cakes, and pies in the
perimeter made nice gains in
January 2021 when compared
to Q4 2020.

What’s Next?
January showed that everyday
demand continued to hold
well above year ago levels
as the virus, the vaccine and
the economy will continue
to dominate the headlines
in the next few months. It
is likely that everyday and
holiday demand will continue
to be elevated from prepandemic levels. February
has a strong sales opportunity
in Valentine’s Day beyond
the traditional bakery sales
spike. Valentine’s Day is
typically a big eating out
occasion, particularly in years
where the holiday falls on
the weekend. This year, retail
has a big opportunity to drive
Valentine’s Day across all
departments.
Looking further into the future, working from home full time is
expected to remain more than twice as high as pre COVID-19:
44% of employed Americans expect to work from home at
least once a week after the vaccine is widely distributed and
restrictions are lifted, according to the January wave of IRI
shopper research.
Likewise, the majority of children were still participating in
remote learning in January. About six in 10 school-aged
children were in a remote-only model and another 15% in a
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hybrid approach. Schooling patterns were similar for younger
kids, ages 6 to 12 as they were for teens.
Nearly four in 10 (39%) shoppers expect the health crisis to last
more than 12 more months, with an additional 32% expecting it
to last another seven to 12 months.
Interest in getting the COVID-19 vaccine grew slightly over the
past month:
• 7% have already received the vaccine (one or both doses),
up from 3% in December
• 39% plan on getting it as soon as the vaccine is available to
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them, unchanged from December
• 14% plan to wait a few months or at least six months before
taking the vaccine, unchanged from December
• 21% do not plan on taking it, down from 23% in December
• 21% are unsure, unchanged from December.
The next report in the performance series IRI, 210 Analytics
and IDDBA have produced since the week of March 15, 2020
will be released mid-March to cover the February sales trends.
Please recognize and thank the entire food supply chain for all
they do to keep supply flowing during these unprecedented
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times. These sales surges are only possible thanks to the
heroic work of the entire food supply chain.

Date ranges:
2019: 52 weeks ending 12/28/2019
Q1 2020: 13 weeks ending 3/29/2020
Q2 2020: 13 weeks ending 6/28/2020
Q3 2020: 13 weeks ending 9/27/2020
Q4 2020: 13 weeks ending 12/27/2020
January: 4 weeks ending 1/24/2021

